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English subtitles. The average person has
more electrical contact with the outside
world than a child. Most of us are much
more likely to have hyper dynamic children
in the family than long, balanced and calm
children, as we imagine them to be. This
book will give you the most up-to-date
knowledge on how to raise calm and
balanced children. You will know what the
ways of raising children can be, how to
change their character in order to form real
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leaders. The book is written with a future in
mind, with a focus on those people who want
to have a balanced family, and not on parents
who want to control their family and set rigid
boundaries and any boundaries. There is no
aggression or negativity in this book. Yes, it
is difficult to read, but it has its pluses. It
contains: 1) A lot of useful information on
the topic "How to raise a balanced and
confident child", 2) It does not contain any
politics, advertising and inciting ethnic and
religious hatred. 3) The book has a lot of real
life examples and real stories that will help
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you raise a child who can feed himself and
who will respect and listen to you.4) There is
no fanaticism or following one's own
traditions in this book. The book contains
more or less balanced advice for those
families who just want to raise a normal
child.
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